ASATHAL MAHA EVENTZ

+91 9787777177

Tamil variety stage comedy mimicry magic shows variety event
shows around Coimbatore, Chennai, Tamilnadu, India
We provide fully entertaining comedy variety tamil stage event shows with popular media
celebrities who familiar in Sun tv, Vijay tv & other tv channels like Robo Shankar, Madurai
Muthu, Madurai Maha, Kovai Guna, Kovai Ashok, Badava Gopi, Michale Augustine, Ma Ka Pa
Anand, Vignesh Karthik, Singapore Deepan, Amudhavanan etc.
We specialized in Tamil & English stand up comedians also do emcee, Tamil mimicry artists
in Tamilnadu, who can do proper imitation of familiar artists in cinema, High profile magicians
for do Magic shows in coimbatore, Chennai, Salem,Trichy etc, Doll dancers (Well known as
“Bommai Dance”) for variety shows, Sound effects in mouth (Asatha Povathu Yaaru
Artsists), Rope dancers (Dance with hanging rope), Live Fire dancers, Juggling with balls,
Juggling with fire, Juggling with rope with India’s finest Twin jugglers, and other jugglers,
Sand art (Art in sand for Events), Belly dancers in Chennai, Bangalore, Goa, Tamil music
troupes (Orchestras with SPB, Suchithra, Karthik, Velmurugan, Mano, Jesudass, UK
Murali & Non familiar singers) Else, If you need particular team or a person in media for
perform in stage, we arrange it as friendly without any intention for your shows 100% without
fail !
We have more than 2000 variety professional talented artists around India, especially in
Tamilnadu. So we are always have date even if we engaged. High quality event shows from low
budget to high budget depends your requirement. We assure for your 101% show success
satisfaction guarantee! Else, the amount will be reimbursed!!
You are now at right place to get entertain with right people!!! Kings of Artists Management!!!
Asathal Maha Eventz
Mahavishnu
+91 9787777177
Web: http://www.roboshankarcontact.wix.com/roboshankarcontact

Services:Weddings
Our success is based on the extremely personal service that we provide to our clients .The resource
network we have developed over the years helps us provide our clients with turnkey solutions, after
gaining an in-depth understanding of what their expectations are. For the perfect weddings and absolute
peace of mind, Call us, Premier wedding planners.

Product Launches & Brand Activations

We bring your brand to life. We ensure the consumer connects with our clients’ product on a level that
matters through promotional activities that will effectively infiltrate market segments. Brand Activation
and Product launches for us is about giving our clients the ideas and the platforms that are needed to
showcase their products in order to propel them into the market in an effective manner.

Entertainment Services
We manage high quality entertainment services for our clients, both corporate and personal. Events within
corporate entertainment can range from executive retreats and incentive programs to Appreciation Events.
Asathal Maha Eventz takes pride in having the expertise needed to organize any entertainment, shows,
parties, celebrations, etc. where the objective is for people to have a good time something different, fun
and enjoyable to everyone involved

Exhibition Services, Stall Design & Fabrication
We are fully equipped and trained to design and execute effective work and provide efficient Exhibition,
Stall Design & Fabrication solutions which ensure success. Our creative crew craft a layout that’s
characteristic to your products, needs, concepts, budgets, etc. Our Services Include - A/C Tent Setups,
Octorom Setups, Booth and Stall Designs, Setting up Points of Display.

Corporate Events
The experience we have accumulated over the years prepares us to meet all your expectations in the
corporate event management spectrum. Our formidable team is armed with a bevy of ideas that will match
any budget. We ensure smooth working from start to end. Our team will competently resolve everything
from slight glitches to complex conundrums. It could be a Sales Team Meet, an Award Ceremony or an
HR Initiative, we will do it all.

Conference and Seminar Management
We comprehend all the intricacies involved in your Conferences and Seminars and can effectively deliver
the successful exchange of information, whether it’s penetration of a new brand to potential customers,
retention of old clients, workshops, annual events or just an informal gathering. We’re geared to
successfully handle anything you need.

Stage Shows
In the arena of entertainment, stage plays an important role for attracting the masses for particular kind of
action. So, the stage show simply stands for a designated space for the carrying out of staging or theatrical
production. The stage assists as a place for role players or performers and a centre of attraction for the
members of the audience.
From architectural point of view, the feature of stage and its theme based shows may differ in its
architectural design. However, stage may consist of a platform which is usually has raised level so that the
audience from all corners of stage must be able to view the shows.
The stage may be permanent or temporary or adjustable depends on what kinds of shows have to be
performed at where and what place. But when it comes to the performance of the shows in a theatre or
other building where such stage shows are held at regular interval, then permanent stage has become as one
of its essential feature of such theater or building.
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